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Abstract
A software design specication consists of a number
of documents that describe various aspect of the design
at dierent levels of detail, that are linked in many
ways. This paper shows how dierent designs may use
dierent modularization criteria, and how documents
describing these designs may be linked in a coherent
way, even if the designs use techniques borrowed from
structured as well as object-oriented analysis and de-
sign. Illustrations are taken from the meeting sched-
uler case study.
1 Introduction
In this paper, the term \design" is used in its most
general sense of a decision that reduces uncertainty
about a useful future artefact. In this sense, drawing
up a list of desired external system requirements is a
design activity just as determining a collection of in-
ternal components is. A design process delivers one
or more documents that contain specications of var-
ious aspects of the design, structured and linked in
various ways. The documents are called traceable if
it is easy to nd related parts of the same or dier-
ent documents [2, pages 191{192]. Traceability across
dierent documents can be improved by giving these
documents the same structure. Related parts in dif-
ferent documents are then given the same place in the
structure. Another way to improve traceability is to
visibly store links between related parts the documents
(e.g. by cross-references). If this is done, these docu-
ments are called traced. A document that is traced is
traceable, but the reverse is not true, because tracing
is only one way of realizing traceability.
It is commonly stated in object-oriented methodol-
ogy that object-orientation allows a seamless transi-
tion from analysis to architectural design and imple-
mentation, which enhances traceability of the design
documents. Contrary to this claim, I argue in this
paper that the structuring principles at dierent lev-
els of software design, object-oriented or otherwise,
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lead to dierent design structures and hence to dif-
ferent document structures, that are harder to trace.
In order to make these documents traceable, explicit
links between related parts must be dened. Con-
sequently, the aim of this paper is twofold: One, to
show that the structuring principles at dierent lev-
els of software design are essentially dierent, even in
an object-oriented design, and two, to outline a set of
links across dierent software design levels that can be
used to improve traceability.
This is done by presenting a set of design levels and
specication techniques for those levels that are bor-
rowed from structured as well as object-oriented anal-
ysis and design. Putting on another pair of specta-
cles, this paper can therefore be viewed as an attempt
to integrate structured and object-oriented software
design. An important reason to attempt such an in-
tegration is that major defects can arise if software
design is not properly embedded into systems design
[6, 12]. Since system engineers routinely think in terms
of functional decomposition [16], we must be able to
trace software designs back to functional designs at
the system level.
The presentation of the integrated
structured/object-oriented design approach in
this paper focusses on the issues of modularization
(structuring a design) at dierent design levels and
the denition of links across these levels. There
are ve or more design levels distinguished in this
paper: requirements, external properties, concep-
tual decomposition, one or more implementation
decompositions. These have been identied after a
thorough analysis of structured and OO methods
within a systems engineering framework [17]. In
sections 2 to 4 the requirements to conceptual design
levels are discussed in more detail. Due to lack of
space, we ignore the mapping of a conceptual on an
implementation decomposition. The specication
links identied in this paper are identied by numbers
between brackets. We only mention the links here.
Precise denition by means of a metamodel is a topic
Business objective: to schedule meetings.
Desired way of working:
R1 Determine a meeting date.
  
R1.7 Initiator requests excluded and preferred dates.
R1.8 Participant provides excluded and preferred dates.
R2 ...
Figure 1: Fragment of a requirements specication.
of current research [3]. Fragments of a specication
of the Meeting Scheduler System (MSS) are used as
illustrations. A full specication is available from
ftp [18].
2 Requirements
I refer to the software system being designed as the
System under Development (SuD). When a SuD is de-
signed, there are always other systems being designed
too. In general, software is embedded in hardware to
form a larger system S, which in turn is embedded in
a social system B, which I refer to as the business.
The business has objectives, and people in B work to-
gether (so one hopes) to achieve these objectives. In
the future situation, the people in B will interact with
S and possibly other systems to achieve their business
objectives. For example, the objective of the social
environment B of the meeting scheduler system is to
schedule meetings. The MSS is embedded in hardware
to form a system S such that people in B can interact
with S to schedule meetings with less overhead than
currently exists.
I dene a requirements specication as a de-
scription of the relevant business objective(s) and of
the desired way of working to reach these objectives.
A requirements specication must not refer at all to
the SuD but only to the desired way of working and
the business objectives: It only says what work is done
in B and why this is done. Each requirement must be
linked (1) to a business objective that motivates it.
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The structure of a requirements specication is de-
termined largely by the structure of the desired way of
working in the business. It may range from a simple
hierarchical itemized list of tasks, as in gure 1, to an
elaborate workow model of a business. The require-
ments may be partitioned according to the relevant
business actors, or business departments, or workows,
or work procedures, etc. See table 1 for a summary
of modularization criteria. Whatever the modulariza-
tion of requirements, there will be links (2) between
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The numbers refer to entries in table 2.
requirements, that must be documented. In addition,
we should add links (3) to various kinds of sources for
the requirements [7]. (These are not shown in table 2.)
3 External properties
The SuD exists in order to allow its users to realize
their requirements. An external property speci-
cation is a description of the desired externally ob-
servable properties of the SuD that should help users
realize their requirements. These properties always
consist of the ability of the SuD to engage in certain
external interactions that have certain properties. To
represent the system boundary, a context diagram
can be drawn that represents the interactions between
the system and its external actors. This is a classi-
cal structured analysis tool [5], recently reinstated by
Jackson [10]. External interactions of a software sys-
tem have a special property, discussed next.
3.1 Subject domain and system dictio-
nary
The external interactions of a software system con-
sist of the creation and deletion of symbol occurrences
at the interface with the system. Each symbol occur-
rence is a physical item to which we assign a meaning.
The part of the world referred to by these symbols
is called the subject domain of the external interac-
tions of the SuD. (Another term often used is Universe
of Discourse.) To specify the desired interactions of
the SuD, we must agree with the user about the mean-
ing of these symbols. This is done by making a sub-
ject domain model and writing a dictionary that
denes the meaning of the symbols by which the sys-
tem communicates with its environment. The mean-
ing of the symbols must be dened in terms of this
subject domain model. A subject domain model al-
ways models the subject domain by representing a de-
composition of it. We use class diagrams to represent
this decomposition (gure 2). Other properties of the
subject domain must be specied textually.
Note that dierent sets of external interactions may
have dierent subject domains. Much of the design
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Figure 2: Subject domain model.
 Excluded date: Each participant may have a list of dates on which the participant cannot attend the meeting. Each
participant-date pair identies at most one excluded date for a particular meeting.
 Exclusion set: The set of excluded dates of a participant.
Figure 3: Dictionary entries. Terms in italics are dened elsewhere in the dictionary.
activity therefore consists of merging dierent sub-
ject domain views and negotiating a single dictionary
across dierent views.
The system dictionary must dene all class names
(4) and association names (5) that occur in the subject
domain model in clear language understandable by the
user (the subject domain expert). Other relevant def-
initions, e.g. of some attributes (6) or operations (7),
may also be entered. Figure 3 shows two dictionary
entries. Writing the dictionary forces us to go back
to the requirements specication and bring its termi-
nology in agreement with the system dictionary (8),
because the requirements usually use terms that refer
to the subject domain.
The structure of the subject domain model is de-
pendent upon the subject domain alone and is inde-
pendent of the SuD. The structure of the dictionary
is a web: like all dictionaries, the entries have many
cross-references (9).
3.2 System functions
The mission of the SuD is the most general ser-
vice that the SuD provides to its environment. It is
the reason why the SuD should exist. Any external
property specication should contain a specication
of the mission of the SuD and relate this to business
objectives (10). In addition, it may include a speci-
cation of the major responsibilities of the SuD, and a
list of things that the SuD will not do [19, page 159],
both related (11) to the mission (gure 5).
The rest of the property specication can be struc-
tured in a variety of ways (gure 1). It can be struc-
tured according to the external actors with which the
SuD interacts, or according to the work procedures to
be followed by these actors, or according to the func-
tions oered, or according to the features supported,
or to the kind of triggering event, to the kind of re-
sponse desired, etc. [2, page 196]. This list only partly
overlaps with the criteria for requirements structuring
given earlier. Whatever the criteria used, each part of
the property specication must be linked (12) to one
or more requirements, and all parts must be linked
(13) to the system mission. In the rest of this paper, I
assume that the external property specication is or-
ganized according to external functions. An external
function is dened here as a portion of the external
SuD interactions that is of use for some actor in its
environment.
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External system functions rene (14)
the responsibilities mentioned earlier in the specica-
tion of the system mission (gure 4). The renement
relationship between system mission, system respon-
sibilities and system functions can be represented by
a function renement tree with the mission at its
root and the functions at its leaves. Such a tree is
really a traceability structure that represents links be-
tween various levels of renement.
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This agrees with the concept of a use case [11].
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System mission:
 The MSS will support the scheduling of meetings.
Responsibilities:
 Determine, upon request, a meeting date that satises the exclusion and preference constraints of the potential
participants.
 ...
Exclusions:
 The MSS shall not support other aspects of organizing a meeting (such as payments, bookings etc.)
Figure 4: Example mission specication.
External functions:
 Event 2.6: Ask participants to give their excluded and preferred dates before a certain deadline.
 Meaning: Initiator requests the MSS to ask each participant to give its excluded and preferred dates before a
certain deadline.
 Desired response: The MSS passes the question on to the participants, together with the deadline.
 Guard: The meeting, initiator, partipants and date range must exist.
Figure 5: Example function specication.
Figure 5 gives an example function specication.
In contrast to the requirements specication, a func-
tion specication is very much about the system. It
treats the system as actor among other actors in its
environment. Events may arise from external actors
(15) dened in a context model, or from the passage
of time (temporal events), and each system response
goes to one or more external actors (16). The meaning
of an event is described using terms dened in the dic-
tionary (17) that refer to the subject domain or that
are introduced by the function (18). The guard of the
function gives a condition on the subject domain that
must be true for the event to necessitate a response
(19). Other information that can be added include
pre/postconditions, a context diagram, etc. These are
not given here. There will also be links (20) among
functions, such as temporal dependency.
4 Conceptual decomposition
A conceptual decomposition of a software sys-
tem is a decomposition into components that corre-
spond to entities or activities in the external environ-
ment of the system. Because of this correspondence,
traceability of the conceptual components to these
parts of the external environment is optimal. This
should also make the conceptual decomposition under-
standable to the user. The conceptual decomposition
is the essence of what any implementation must do to
realize the desired external functions. It corresponds
to the essential model of structured analysis [14] and to
the specication model of Syntropy [1]. The concep-
tual decomposition acts as an intermediary between
external property specication and implementation-
level decomposition, and should therefore improve
traceability between these two design levels.
Structured analysis distinguishes three kinds of
conceptual components: data stores, data transforma-
tions and state machines, which are closely coupled.
By contrast, OO methods recognize only one kind of
component, the object, that encapsulates data, data
transformations and control. Because this reduces the
number of spurious links within a decomposition, we
use objects as components.
4.1 Component declaration
The essential decomposition of a software system
is represented by a class diagram. Figure 6 gives an
example. Since the class diagram technique is also
used to represent a decomposition of the subject do-
main, it is easy to confuse a software decomposition
model for a subject domain decomposition model and
vice versa. To make absolutely clear that these are
software components, the class names in the software
decomposition model are suxed with an S.
There are dierent possible decomposition crite-
ria for a software system. In subject-domain-
oriented decomposition, conceptual software com-
ponents correspond (21) to subject domain compo-
nents (gure 6). This has good traceability to the sub-
ject domain and bad traceability to the external func-
tions. In functional decomposition, software com-
ponents correspond (22) to external system functions.
This is the classical structured analysis decomposition
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Figure 6: Conceptual decomposition.
criterion, with good traceability to external functions
and bad traceability to the subject domain. We can
also combine the two criteria, as in JSD [9] and Objec-
tory [11], by distinguishing surrogate objects, that rep-
resent subject domain objects, from function objects,
that implement software functions. Yet another de-
composition criterion is event partitioning, accord-
ing to which software components correspond (23) to
external events [14]. Another decomposition criterion
used in structured analysis is device partitioning,
according to which software components correspond
(24) to devices (actors) in the context of the system
[19, pages 325, 517]. Still other partitionings are also
possible. A judicious mix of decomposition heuristics
should lead to a conceptual structure that is back-
ward traceable to the external environment and for-
ward traceable to the underlying implementation.
Whatever the decomposition criteria used, there are
links (25) between components and external functions,
whose meaning is that the external function is realized
by the cooperation of one or more components. This
can be represented by a function decomposition
table such as the one shown in gure 7, with concep-
tual software object classes laid out horizontally and
external functions laid out vertically. Each row of this
table shows the objects in the mechanism by which a
function is conceptually implemented. Each column
represents the interfaces that an object needs to par-
ticipate in these mechanisms. The table is a variant of
the well-known traceability table of systems engineer-
ing [2, page 193] and the CRUD tables of Information
Engineering [13].
4.2 Communication structure
Two important aspects of any decomposition is the
relationship between dierent components in \space"
(communication) and between the events of one com-
ponent in time (behavior). These are treated next.
This can be represented by an undirected hi-
graph [8] called a communication diagram (g-
ure 8). The nodes represent the object classes of the
conceptual decomposition (26) and the edges commu-
nication links [15]. These dier from the associations
represented in the class diagram, because in the com-
munication model they represent synchronous commu-
nications. Each communication links must agree with
the class interfaces declared in the class diagram (27).
4.3 Component behavior
Each of the component objects has an interface
through which it responds to events. When receiv-
ing an event, an object may change state and send
out an action (which presumably is received as event
by another object or by an external actor). This inter-
face is declared in the class diagram and must agree
(28) with the events and actions used in the behav-
ior model and the communications represented in the
communication model (29).
To keep matters simple, we assume that behavior is
represented by an extended Mealy state transition di-
agram (STD), which is a directed labelled graph with
an initial node. Each node represents a state and each
edge a state transition. The edges are labeled by terms
of the form event[guard]/updates & actions. The event
is received along one of the communication links of the
object, the guard tests the local object state and event
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2.7 give dates U
Figure 7: Function decomposition table for the two functions. The entries represent Create, Update, Read
and Delete actions on objects.
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MSS
Figure 8: Communication model of the MSS conceptual decomposition.
parameters, the updates may change the state and the
actions are messages sent out along the communica-
tion links of the object. Space limitations prevent a
more detailed treatment. Each STD corresponds to a
class in the class diagram (30), its local state is repre-
sented by the attributes declared in the class diagram
(31), its events and actions must be declared in the
class diagram (28) and they must agree with the com-
munication links in the communication diagram (29).
5 Summary and Conclusions
Table 1 summarizes the partitioning criteria men-
tioned for the dierent design levels. The table is not
exhaustive but gives an impression of the dierences
at dierent design levels. Because dierent criteria
may use to dierent modularizations, this illustrates
the claim that there are potential gaps in modular-
ization between the dierent levels. Addition of an
implementation level would show that for that level,
yet other partitioning criteria apply, such as physical
proximity to the source or destination of data, per-
formance criteria and network topology. Clearly, we
should not expect a seamless transition between the
dierent levels, as is claimed by many object-oriented
methodologists.
Because we cannot expect to have isomorphic de-
sign structures at dierent levels, we must use explicit
links to maintain traceability across levels. Table 2
lists the links mentioned in the paper. To limit the size
of the table, the business mission and business pur-
poses have been lumped together as business purposes
and system responsibilities have been omitted. The
sources of requirements (stakeholders such as users or
sponsors) have not been included either. In summary,
the meaning of the links is as follows.
(1) Requirements are linked to business objectives.
(2) Requirements are linked to each other by means
of various dependencies.
(3) Requirements are linked to their sources. (Not
shown in the table.)
(4{7) The dictionary denes the meaning of class
names, association names, attribute names and
operation names.
(8) The terminology in the requirement specications
must agree with the terms dened in the dictio-
nary.
(9) Dictionary entries may refer to each other.
(10) The system purpose must be motivated by the
business objectives.
(11) The responsibilities of the system must be linked
to the system purpose. (Not shown in the table.)
(12) Desired external functions must be linked to the
requirements that motivate them.
(13) Desired external functions mut be linked to the
system purpose.
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Table 1: Decomposition criteria.
Business purpose
Business purpose
Context model
Context model
Requirements specication
Requirements specica-
tion
1 2
Subject domain model
Subject domain model Dictionary
Dictionary
8
4,
5,
6, 7
9
System purpose
System purpose
10
System function specication
System function speci-
cation
15,
16
12 19
17,
18
11,
13
20
Class model
Class model
23,
24
21
22,
25
Object behavior model
Object behavior model
28,
30
Object communication
model
26,
27,
31
29
Table 2: Links between parts of a coherent specication.
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(14) Desired external functions must rene the re-
sponsibilities of the system. (Not shown in the
table.) This creates a redundancy in the trace-
ability links that must be kept consistent: An
external function must be motivated by the sys-
tem purpose, which in turn must be motivated
by business objectives. An external function must
also be motivated by a requirement, which in turn
must be motivated by business objectives. Trav-
eling these two chains of links must yield the same
result.
(15) Each external function can be specied in
event/response form, where the event arises from
an external actor shown in the context model.
(16) Each response of a function goes to an external
actor, modeled in the context model.
(17, 18) The specication of the meaning of an event
can use terms dened in the dictionary. These
refer to the subject domain or are introduced in
the function specication itself.
(19) The guard of an external function must be de-
ned in terms of the subject domain.
(20) There can be various links between external func-
tions, such as temporal dependency.
(21) In a subject-domain-oriented decomposition, the
components of a conceptual software decomposi-
tion correspond to the components of the subject
domain.
(22) In a functional software decomposition, the com-
ponents of a conceptual software decomposition
correspond to external functions.
(23, 24) In event partitioning and device partition-
ing, software components correspond to external
events or external actors, both represented in the
context model.
(25) Components are linked to the external functions
that they realize. This can be represented by a
function decomposition table.
(26) The nodes in a communication diagram corre-
spond to the nodes in a class diagram of the soft-
ware decomposition.
(27) Each communication link in the communication
diagram must agree with the class interface de-
clared in the class diagram.
(28) The events and actions used in a state transition
diagram model of a class must agree with the in-
terface of the class declared in the class diagram.
(29) Each communication link in the communication
diagram must agree with the events and actions
used in the state transition diagrams.
(30) Each state transition diagram corresponds to a
class declared in the class diagram of the software
decomposition.
(31) The local state of the state transition diagram
is dened by the attributes declared in its class,
declared in the class diagram of the software de-
composition.
Note that many link types are present in any model
that uses these techniques, but that some links arise
as the result of design decisions. This particularly
concerns links (12) between requirements and exter-
nal properties, and (21{24) between external proper-
ties and the conceptual decomposition. It is here that
modularization decisions aect traceability of the de-
sign.
The above list illustrates that a coherent software
specication is possible in which we use techniques
borrowed from structured as well as object-oriented
analysis and design. Using these links, cross-diagram
consistency checks can be designed. To pursue this
idea, current research includes the denition of a
methodological framework called TRADE (Toolkit for
Requirements and Design Engineering) that allows a
precise denition of the links. The framework is cur-
rently populated with a number of simplied UML
techniques for the external property and conceptual
design levels, as well as other techniques to specify
business and system purposes and express component
communication other than by means of scenarios (as
is done in the UML), and traceability tables. The
links will be made prices in two ways. First, formal
counterparts of the major techniques will be given and
the links will be dened in terms of this formalization.
Second, a metamodel for the techniques and their links
will be given, that represents the formally dened links
in a more intuitive way. We are working on a software
toolkit called TCM [4] to support the use of these tech-
niques. The goal is to make specication links explicit
by means of TCM, to have it tolerate inconsistencies
across links, and to provide support for going back
and forth across design levels to make the documents
mutually consistent. The metamodel will be used in
TCM to design cross-diagram consistency checks.
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